
SENATE RESEARCH COMMITTEE∗ 
FRIDAY, January 17, 1997 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
 

 
PRESENT:   David Hamilton, Chair, Phil Norcross, Burle Gengenbach, Ed Wink, Barbara Van 

Drasek, Mark Snyder, Jesse Grenz, Fay Thompson, Mark Brenner 
 
REGRETS:   Marilyn DeLong, Robin Dittmann, Jennifer Long, Dorothy Hatsukami, Joel Eisinger 
 
ABSENT:   Len Kuhi, Kathryn Rettig, Joel Eisinger, Susan Hupp 
 
OTHER:   Frances Lawrenz, Scott McConnell, WinAnn Schumi, Susan Stensland, Mark Bohnhorst 
 
These minutes contain discussion on the following agenda items:  grants management and NIH 
compliance. 
 
 
GRANTS MANAGEMENT 
 
 David Hamilton introduced WinAnn Schumi, who gave a presentation on grants management.  
Dr. Hamilton noted that Susan Stensland would briefly discuss the NIH grant application.  Ms. Schumi 
demonstrated the on-line generation of grant application that the Grant Electronic Management System 
(GEMS) has developed.  She demonstrated the electronic generation of the BA 23 routing form used by 
the University.  She noted that the electronic form had some changes that were not on the paper form. 
 
 It was asked about accessibility to the applications once submitted.  Ms. Schumi said that 
applications could be accessed through Forms Nirvana on the Web.  Forms will automatically be sent for 
signature from the appropriate department head for the Principal Investigator but applicants would have to 
identify others who needed to sign the application, as in the case of multi-disciplinary proposals. 
 
 Susan Stensland gave a presentation of the NIH budget prototype in the GEMS project.  It can be 
accessed through Forms Nirvana.  Ms. Stensland demonstrated the on-line form for the Committee and 
noted that the NSF form was being developed and would soon be on-line as well. 
 
NIH COMPLIANCE 
 
 Vice President Mark Brenner said that the grants management compliance agreement is not 
linked to the litigation, and the University is moving forward aggressively to have an agreement between 
the University and the NIH as quickly as possible that relates to being able to have expanded authorities 
restored and the exceptional organization designation removed. 
 
 At this point, the Committee moved into executive session.  At the conclusion of the executive 
session, the meeting was adjourned. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Dana Swanson, University Senate 
                                                 
∗ These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota Senate or Twin 
Cities Campus Assembly; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes represent the views 
of, nor are they binding on, the Senate or Assembly, the Administration, or the Board of Regents. 
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